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THE GOOD SHEPHERD





The Good Shepherd

When a holy season approaches men make ready for it,

each after his own manner and kind. There are many

ways. Benedikt too had a way all his own; and this was

his way: At the beginning of the Christmas season, that

is when the weather permitted, if possible on the first

Sunday of Advent, he would pack food, changes of socks

and several pairs of new leather shoes in a knapsack, and

with these a small oil stove with a can of kerosene and

a small flask of spirits. Then he would take the way to

the mountains, the desolate mountains of Iceland, where

at this season of the year nothing was to be found but birds

of prey, hard and cruel as winter itself, foxes, and a few

scattered sheep, lost and wandering about.

And it was for the sake of these very sheep that he

went forth, animals which had not been found at the

regular autumn in-gathering. They must not be allowed
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to perish up there from hunger and cold merely because

none would take the trouble or the risk to seek them out

and bring them home. They too were living creatures

of God and he felt a kind of responsibility for them. His

aim then was simple enough—to find them and bring

them safe and sound under shelter before the great festi-

val should spread its benediction over the earth, and bring

peace and satisfaction in the hearts of men who have

done their best.

Benedikt was always alone on this Advent Journey of

his—that is, no man went with him. To be sure he had

his dog along and his bell-wether. The dog he had at

this time was called Leo, and as Benedikt put it, he

earned his name, for truly he was a Pope among dogs.

The wether was named Gnarly; that was because he was

so tough.

These three had been inseparable on these expeditions

for a number of years now, and they had gradually come

to know one another with that deep-seated knowledge

perhaps to be found only among animals of such diver-

gent kinds that no shade of their own ego or own blood

or own wishes or desires could come between them to

confuse or darken it. There really was a fourth member

of the band, the sleek-maned horse, Faxe, but unfortu-

nately, he was too heavy and his feet were too small to

wade through the deep light snow of early winter; and
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besides he was not capable of enduring many days of

hard work on the slender rations with which the other

three made out. Benedikt and Leo were sorrowful and

troubled when they had said farewell to him, even

though only for a week. Gnarly took this dispensation

of Providence as he took everything else, with the great-

est of calm.

So the three of them journeyed through the winter day,

Leo in front; in spite of the cold his tongue was hanging

comfortably out of the right side of his mouth; Gnarly

next in an imperturbable trot; last of all Benedikt, trailing

his skis behind him. Down here in this inhabited country

the snow was still too light and soft to hold up a man on

skis; he had to stamp his way through the snow and

sometimes his feet struck against frozen clods and stones

—

phew! It was a hard matter to make much speed, but

aside from this there was no great difficulty. Leo, after the

manner of dogs, was interested in everything and in the

best of humor. At times he could no longer hold himself

in and had to break away; then he would come charging

back to Benedikt in wide leaps with the snow spraying

about him, leaping up at him, barking, stretching against

him, asking to be praised and petted.

"Yes, you are really a Pope," Benedikt would say then.

That was his pet name for his comrade, and from his

mouth could come no higher praise.

[9]
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At present the three were making their way through

settled country toward Botn, the last farm before you

come to the mountains. They had the whole day before

them and were making easy going of it, following the

paths from one farm to another, pausing to greet the peo-

ple and their dogs.

"But at least have a cup of coffee."

"No, thank you, not today."

They wanted to reach their goal early, so instead of cof-

fee they would take a drink of milk—all three of them.

Again and again Benedikt was called on to give his opin-

ion as to the weather prospects. Of course, they only

meant . . . they would not for anything be importunate

or prophesy evil . . . but surely there was no harm in ask-

ing the question. And someone might add, for instance,

"Well, the only thing that I wanted to say was ... I sup-

pose Leo is a dog who can find his way even in the dark

and in the whirl of a snowstorm?" They would bring it

up as a sort of joke and would take care not to look up,

would take care not to call attention even with a glance to

the dour and threatening clouds in the heavens. And then

they would add quickly, "Of course he can find his way,

the big cur."

"All three of us can find our way," Benedikt would an-

swer calmly, and empty the cup of milk. "Many thanks."

"As to that," the peasant would joke, "I would trust
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Leo the most, except for Gnarly," and then he would dis-

appear for a moment in the house and bring out some

tidbit, something for the dog to gnaw on. Benedikt at

such times did not say anything about Leo's being a

regular Pope, but he merely nodded to the dog to take his

time about eating, that they would wait until he was

through. Meantime Gnarly would be getting a handful

of good, sweet meadow hay. Then they would start on

again, the three of them.

Benedikt had not been to church today. He had put it

off, had not found time for it. If he expected to arrive at

a reasonably sensible hour and rest sufficiently to prepare

him for the early morning awakening and the long march

of the morrow, then he would have to make full use of

this day from the first light on. It was principally on

Gnarly's account that he was taking the first day's journey

so easily. Let it be understood that Gnarly was thoroughly

capable and well deserved the name he bore, but one must

be careful and not overdo him at the very first. So that

Benedikt really could not take the longer road around by

the church. On the first Sunday of Advent this wandering

through the tilled land to the edge of the heath was his

church-going. Besides, before setting out, he had sat down

on the edge of his bed in the farmhands' room and read

a passage from the Scripture, the twenty-first chapter of

Matthew—Jesus' entry into Jerusalem. But to accompany
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it he had to imagine the ringing of bells, the singing of

hymns in the little sod-roofed church, and the wise, calm

exposition of the gospel by the old pastor. And he could

imagine it too, so well that it was all real to him.

So now he was pushing through the snow—^white as

far as the eye could reach, gray white under winter skies

in the evening, the ice on the lake covered with rime or a

light drift of snow. Only the low flat craters rising here

and there out of the snow outlined the greater or lesser

rings of their funnels in a kind of a warning pattern in all

this waste of snow. But what sort of a warning was it they

wanted to give? Could anyone ever find out? Perhaps

those crater mouths were saying, "Let everything freeze,

let stone and water grow stiff, let the air freeze and come

down in white flakes like a bridal veil, like a shroud upon

the earth, let the breath in your mouth freeze, and the

hope in your heart and the blood in your veins grow cold

in death. Deep down below the fire still lives." Perhaps

that is what they said. And what did they mean by it?

Or perhaps they were saying something else. But in any

case if you looked away from these black rings everything

was white, even the lake in the valley—a glittering white

surface, smooth and slick as a parlor floor. For whom?
Whom did it invite to the dance?

As though born of all this whiteness, against which only
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the black crater rings showed, and scattering gray lava

pillars towered, ghost-like here and there, there lay a

benediction over this Sunday in the mountains that laid

hold on the heart; an immeasurable solemnity, white as

innocence itself, surrounded the peaceful Sabbath smoke

from the low-lying farmhouses scattered far and wide, one

from another, almost vanishing in the waste of snow—an

inconceivable peace filled with unbelievable promise

—

Advent—Advent. Yes, Benedikt took the word in his

mouth guardedly, that great, quiet, strange, and yet at the

same time, intimate word—for Benedikt perhaps the most

personal of all words. It is true he did not know precisely

what it meant, but there was an expectation in it, a getting

ready, that he felt. In the course of years this word had

come to contain for him almost the entire meaning of his

life. And what was his life ? What was the life of men on

earth anyhow, except a service, imperfect, never to be

finished, upheld, nevertheless, and justified by expectation

and preparation?

And then they came to another farmhouse and every-

day life met them again with its peasant hospitality.

"At least have a cup of coffee."

"We are, to tell the truth, somewhat pressed for time,

the days are so short, so thank you very much."

The farmer took a long careful look at the sky and con-
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fessed frankly that he had no great opinion of the weather.

"Well, we just have to take the weather as God sends

it," said Benedikt.

The farmer, for his part, only hoped that the storm

would not break before night set in. Talk like this was

especially displeasing to Benedikt. So then they must be

on their way.

"Are they really good for anything, these companions

of yours?" asked the farmer. He did not want to let the

man go on; perhaps he was seeing him for the last time,

who knows ? Anyway he had had such a peculiar dream

—

as real as life: A storm gathering around these three—it

would test their very souls, if not worse.

"Isn't Gnarly really a bother to you } Can you depend

on him and the dog?"

"Can I depend on him?" answered Benedikt. "All

three of us are up to anything."

One should not say things like that in the hour of dan-

ger. One should not defy the powers so arrogantly. The

farmer stood and watched them go. There they went, the

three of them—Benedikt, Leo, and Gnarly; and a man,

doubt-filled, deeply moved, dissatisfied with himself, with

them, with the world, remained behind them, looked after

them, and chewed tobacco. Who in the world could un-

derstand people like that—^to risk everything, even life?

And for what ? For a few sheep that belonged to others.
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For Benedikt had only a very few, and none of his were

missing.

It is likely diat Benedikt did not understand the cau-

tious peasant either. In any case the three went on their

way, rejoicing that today was a good day which no one

might spoil—Advent. And as Benedikt's head was so

filled with thoughts of the holy significance of this day,

and of the Scripture lesson he had read, he got to think-

ing that this must have been the very day, hundreds of

years ago, that Jesus had made his entry into Jerusalem.

For he was only a simple man, unlearned in the finer mat-

ters of history and theology; good will and devotion

often crowded out facts in his mind. And it seemed to

him that he could feel in the very air plain traces of that

great event, that the day had taken on something of its

peculiar sacred character, and had kept it on down through

the centuries. Benedikt could see Him plainly before his

eyes, going into the great city, splendid in the rays of the

sun. He had seen it—its white temple and houses in a

picture Bible—and Jesus riding on the ass in the midst of

it. The branches that the people cut down from trees and

spread out before the feet of the ass looked like frost

flowers on a window-pane. But they were not white, he

knew that—they were green, full of sap, and something

of the sunshine was clinging to their leaves. And suddenly

the words of the old Book rang out almost audibly through
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the air, as though the ether-waves had preserved them, and

one need only lend an ear: "Behold thy King cometh unto

thee, meek, and sitting upon an ass, and a colt the foal of

an ass."

Meek! That was a word Benedikt could understand.

He could understand how the Son of God could be meek

and riding upon the foal of an ass, for of all things living

and dead nothing is too small for service, and there is

nothing that is not consecrated through service. Even the

Son of God. And only through service. Benedikt felt

that he knew that little ass and knew exactly how he

felt, and how God's Son felt in that holy hour. He could

see plainly before his eyes the people spreading their best

clothes on the road. And then he heard some say, "Who

is this man?" Really! "Who is this Man?" For they did

not recognize the Son of God. And yet they should have

known Him, for on that perfect and simple countenance

shone a smile, only a little overshadowed for sorrow that

they knew Him not. That their eyes were so blind, that

the mirrors of their hearts were so tarnished. And at the

sight of that troubled smile something, a flash of fire,

went through Benedikt's heart. How blind they must

have been! To stand face to face with their Redeemer and

not recognize Him. As for him, he was convinced that he

would have recognized Him from the first glance. And

he would have joined himself unto Him at once and

[16]
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helped Him drive the insolent ones out of the Holy of

Holies and overthrow the chairs of the money-changers

and the tables of those that sold doves.

At this thought Benedikt pushed back his leather cap

and dried his forehead. Walking vi^as no exertion for him

now, but these war-like thoughts were driving the sweat

from his every pore, for he was a man of peace. Never

even in his dreams had he thought of violence against his

fellow-men—at least not since he was grown. But the

words of the Saviour. "My house shall be called the house

of prayer: but ye have made it a den of thieves," awakened

burning anger in him.

Just to think—^how it would be for the merchant to set

up shop and begin his usual cheating in the old sod-

covered church. Then there would be an end of all peace.

And with these words of Jesus ringing in his ears he felt

himself ready for anything that might be required of

him—under the leadership of the Master. Money-chang-

ers—Oh-ho! Sellers of doves—ha! ha! Sellers of any-

thing—^he knew what they were like. Only he would

think of them as little as possible. And again he wiped his

forehead, for he knew some who bought and sold, the

merchant, and a few peddlers—of course it was all right

to say anything at all about them, but the idea of having to

attack them with his fists—^well, he was not that kind of

man.
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So Benedikt had his thoughts, joys, and worries, while

all about him the gray day gradually grew dark, the full

moon lighted up, a pale torch behind the clouds, and from

time to time peeped out fleetingly against the silver sky of

evening. Benedikt did not think very much about himself

and his journey. Why should he? As the day gradu-

ally died, he became, to the eye, only one more vague shad-

ow against the landscape. And yet it was a question

whether his conception of himself was not still more form-

less and confused. He was only a farmhand, a laborer, and

had been all his life. Or more precisely half hired man,

half tenant. Indeed, there was something halfway, inde-

terminate about him all the way through. Half good, half

bad; half man, half beast of burden. Yes, that was really

the way it was. In the summer he worked for wages on

the farm where he lived the whole year. In the winter he

would take care of the sheep there in return for food and

a few clothes. Only a short time in the spring and autumn

and then during his wanderings in the mountains before

Christmas was he his own master. To be sure he had his

own stable and barn for his horse, and he had his sheep

and the hay which he mowed on Sundays after church in

a rented meadow. So he had a good time of it and he was

only a simple man and a servant; and he neither hoped

nor strove to become anything greater—^not even in heaven.

At least no longer. Those days were past—^the days and
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nights when he dreamed dreams and felt yearnings now

and then after fortune and freedom. Past—and it was bet-

ter so, for only in those times had he felt the lack of free-

dom. Since then he had become more of a man—at least

he had become a man. And he hoped that that, too, was

not vanity and sinful arrogance.

Well, in any case he was now an aging man—fifty-four,

and now there were no longer very many or very long

false paths on which he could lose his way. Fifty-four

years—and this was the twenty-seventh time that he had

come this way. He knew precisely, for he had kept ac-

count from year to year—twenty-seven. When he was

twenty-seven he had come the first time, and twenty-seven

times he had wandered thus, through the land, to the

mountains, usually on Advent Sunday, as today. Ah, yes

!

time slips away. Twenty-seven years—so deeply buried

lay his dreams, those dreams that only God and he himself

knew about. And the mountains where he had cried them

aloud in his anguish. But at the very first of all his jour-

neys he had left them behind and there they lay safely

buried. Or perhaps they were not so safely buried ? Could

it be that they wandered about in the loneliness of the

mountains, like restless spirits that live out their fleeting,

perverse lives in the waste of snow and weathered stone ?

Could it be in reality those same dreams which drove him

up there every winter—to see if they had not yet lost the
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edge of their keenness and had sunk into the earth ? But

he shook off the thought. No, he was surely not such a

pitiful thing as that.

II

And now they had come to the place where they were

to spend the night and they were struggling up the rise

which led to the farmyard—Benedikt, Gnarly, and Leo.

The farm buildings stood on a little elevation with the

slopes of the high mountains shutting them in in a sort

of half circle.

They were high up—and this was an advantage in the

spring because it let the sun strike sooner—and at the same

time they were protected. Benedikt drew one deep breath

when he had reached his goal for the day, then he turned

and looked back down the way he had come. His hand

grasped one of Gnarly's horns. How warm it was down

at the roots ! On his other side stood Leo wagging his tail.

And as they stood there a kind of holy peace lay on them.

It was not that Benedikt felt the heavens opening above

him, but still, there really was a little rift in the sky. He

stood not alone on the earth. He felt himself not utterly

forsaken.

Not utterly. They stood there and Benedikt looked over

the land and drank into his soul what he saw. The cool

[20]
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twilight sank down over the mountain landscape, now

that the day was dying, and the pale light of the moon

streamed more strongly from a sky along which icy moun-

tains were driving, mountains that seemed as real as the

earth mountains with their shadowy outlines growing

dim and dull along the horizon. The land seems to be

more level on such an evening when the lake is frozen and

its smooth surface snowed over. And in the midst of this

icy world which seemed to be moving toward dissolution

mto darkness—he himself a part of the darkling evening

—

stood the man Benedikt, half farmhand, half tenant, stood

there with his dearest friends—his wether. Gnarly, and his

dog, Leo—and this world was his world. Here he was a

living part of all he could take in, all that he could reach

and grasp with his eye and his heart, with his thoughts

and his imagination. This world was his and he was a

part of this life. Not that he was thinking such thoughts

consciously. He was not even clearly aware that the rea-

son he had stopped and was looking out and away was

because it was his custom to leave Botn before break of

day and he would be high up in the mountains when the

gray light would come. He only felt something like an

emptiness in his breast—a longing that could not be

grasped and explained, a strange, pulling home-sickness.

He did not know whether it came because he was to leave

the inhabited country for a few days or because this fare-

[21]
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well was in itself a kind of warning that sometime it might

be forever. Man clings to himself and what is his, over

and beyond death itself, and he is afraid to let life out of

his hands—life, this most real of all real things, this most

pitiful of all pitiful things, the most eternal of all that is

eternal. He is afraid of the loneliness on which his being

rests, which is his being; he is afraid of not having his

fellow-men about him; he is afraid of being forgotten of

God. Small comfort it is that, if all goes well, he will be

buried here and remain anchored in this earth. And from

whatever world lies beyond he hopes, when time allows,

to have a view of his home valley. Of course, one could

hardly imagine anything else.

And as he stood there, Benedikt could not keep from

sniffing with dissatisfaction at a few snow flakes—a few

lost, softly falling snow flakes which really had no business

here, and which consequendy had not before attracted his

attention. He was not, indeed, completely satisfied with

the weather prospects, if he were compelled to admit it.

To be honest about it, one might well expect any sort of

weather. He looked up searchingly at the moon. It might

be snow—yes, even worse. Gnarly had been so peevish

today, and he knew what he was about. Only Leo looked

forw^ard to the future with true canine confidence, whirl-

ing his tail, and was ofi on all sorts of visits and adventures,

and he asked nothing better. There were moments when

[22]
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Benedikt almost lost patience with his foolishness, but

then he would pull his ear in a friendly fashion and say,

"You rascal!" And still he could not completely succeed

in calming his spirit. He was not satisfied with either the

sky or the earth. As he stood here now in the vanishing

day, he could no longer put his feelings at rest by fighting

his way onward through heavy snow. In the long run the

omens of the weather which he carried in his blood could

not be lulled to sleep in any such manner. Ought he to

have remained at home ?

His knapsack suddenly weighed so heavily. He laid it

down on the horse block and turned toward the door. But

he did not need to knock. As far back as he could remem-

ber he had not needed to do this at Botn, at least not on

Advent Sunday. The door opened at that very moment

and Sigrid, the farmer's wife, came to meet him.

"God's blessing on you," was Benedikt's greeting and

his cold, bony hand closed for a moment on her fingers

still warm from the house.

"God's welcome to you," answered the farmer's wife,

but almost at the same moment she glanced at the driving

clouds. Changing her tone, she said, joking, "We were

really beginning to hope that you would stay away."

"No," said Benedikt, and after a while, "Well, I have

taken off my things, so I suppose you will let me stay over-

night.?" He meant this for a joke too, but somehow the

[23]
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tone failed to ring true. It was not hearty and it betrayed

what it should have concealed. In order to smooth it over,

Benedikt, without even being reminded, began to scrape

the snow from his shoes. In the meantime, Leo had given

the farmer's wife his greeting. No doubt he remembered

former visits to Botn, and now he was passing the time

of day with the farm dogs. Sigrid stepped up to Gnarly

and scratched him behind the ear. He put up with it, but

he did not give the slightest sign. Then she laughed, "Old

Gnarly never is really satisfied with things, but I don't

remember ever seeing him as cross as he is today."

Benedikt's reply was a mumble. "Is it on account of the

weather?" asked Sigrid, and there was something in her

manner not exactly suited to her joking tone. Beneu '^t

did not say much in answer; he stood bent over, scraping

away at his shoes. He murmured something of which only

the last words were audible,
"—for he belongs to the

Major Prophets."

"You can almost tell that by looking at him," an-

swered the farmer's wife.

"No, that is not the way I meant it," said Benedikt, com-

ing to Gnarly's defense. "He is a prophet in deed and in

truth, and not in his own estimation, in case that is what

you meant."

Just then Pjetur, the farmer, came up calmly and delib-

erately, a little behind his wife, as was always the custom

[24]
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here at Botn on the first day of Advent. Right behind

him also appeared his oldest son, Benedikt, and after him

a whole flock of children; but they were immediately

shooed back into the house, for the night was too cold.

"Into the house all of you, and shut the door. Benedikt

will be there right away."

Benedikt spoke to the father and son, looking them full

in the eye, while he pressed their hands. He had a way of

his own to greet them, for the son was his own special

friend, perhaps the only one he had. Nobody knew how

he had come to have the name of Benedikt, for it was not

to be found in Pjetur's or Sigrid's families, nor was it com-

mon in the locality. These two were the only ones in the

neighborhood who bore it.

"First of all you will naturally want to get Gnarly under

shelter," said the farmer, and stepped up beside the wether

in a friendly way. But he was tactful and understood

sheep. He was careful not to touch him, even though his

fingers itched to do so.

"Let me see. If I remember rightly, he will not touch

either food or drink unless you set it before him with your

own hand."

"Well, it is not quite so bad as that," said Benedikt,

excusing Gnarly. "He is a polite beast aside from his pecu-

liarities. Come on. Gnarly."

Meantime, the housewife had gone about her work.

[25]
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Through the door came an inviting, promising smell of

smoked meat, coffee, and pancakes. But the three men

were in no hurry. With the wether close behind them,

they strolled calmly and comfortably along to one of the

outbuildings, to where a guest room was prepared and

ready for Gnarly every year. It was a corner divided off

from the sheep barn where he had water, a manger and a

stall for himself without having to force his way in among

his fellow creatures, less important than he by reason of

his achievements, and struggle with them for his food,

and yet where he had suitable companionship. The water

had been placed there earlier, so that the frost was out

of it; and now the manger was filled with fresh, sweet

hay.

Gnarly sedately plunged his muzzle into the water and

quenched his thirst, and then pensively went at the good

food. Pjetur looked at him, looked at Benedikt
—
"So you

two think the weather is all right for a trip to the moun-

tains?"

"You will have to ask Gnarly about that," said Benedikt

lightly, "I have only human understanding."

"It is not to be despised either if only you make good

use of it." said Pjetur, who perhaps had already asked

Gnarly and got an answer. Or possibly the question had

been only for the sake of politeness. That was all they

said. They carefully closed the door, went thoughtfully

[26]
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back to the dwelling through the uncertain moonlight

which scarcely deserved to be called light. It was almost a

gloom. Cold gusts of wind swooped about them out of

the impenetrable night with a strange and threatening

suddenness. Queer how human beings walking together

through darkness are lost to one another. But the loneli-

ness of the darkness is different from the loneliness of the

mountains. After all down here it is not so utter; one can

hear voices other than his own and perceive near-by

breathing. It is not profound like that forsakenness which

flows from the emptiness round about and the stone deeps

beneath, and sends shudders through a man clear to the

roots of his hair.

A light stood in the house door waiting for them. It had

been sitting there for a while, burning for itself alone. A
lonely light is almost like a human being, almost as for-

saken as a doubting soul; and it changes so strangely as

soon as it is not alone, as soon as people come to it. So it

was with this light. The three men merely stepped

through the door and immediately it was no longer so

lonely or forsaken; suddenly it had a task to perform, a

duty to fulfill.

Benedikt took up his knapsack that he had laid off be-

fore the door, and hung it on a nail inside. A sack of hay,

stuffed full, stood ready, leaning against a door jamb.

Benedikt smelled of the hay and hefted the sack.
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"You must have been thinking more of Gnarly's stom-

ach than of my old back when you filled this one."

The peasant laughed shortly, and as he went in, pinched

out the wick with two fingers. It is a service of love for a

light not to leave it devouring itself to no purpose, but

rather to awaken it again, when the occasion arises, to

new life and new service. And besides, it is more econom-

ical.

They went into the living room to the woman and the

flock of children. There Benedikt, the guest of the house,

found his food set out on a folding table under the gable

window, smoked meat, fresh from the pot with potatoes

in the gravy. A good meal for a cold day—a regular

Christmas feast.

"You must think I'm going forth into the desert," said

Benedikt, to whom mountains were no desert. For this

was the twenty-seventh time, you know, that he had gone

into them. He did not say so, did not mention even with

a single word that for him this was a Jubilee—a kind of

Jubilee Year—^but it came up in his thoughts again and

again, like a refrain: twenty-seven times.

"Well, now, once you get away from Botn, it is usually

some time before you get another hot meal," said Sigrid,

and she kept a careful eye out to see that he was getting

enough. "Eat heartily; Leo is already cared for."

As his name was mentioned, Leo looked up from his
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corner of the room where he lay coiled up not unlike a

snail, a black and white dog with yellow spots, and he

waved a friendly greeting with his tail to those great crea-

tures who thought about him and knew how to prize him

even when he was asleep. Then he quickly curled up

again and went to sleep, making good use of his time.

Ill

While they still sat there chatting, there came a sudden

knock at the door, three times. Guests for the night evi-

dently—although it was a well-known thing throughout

the neighborhood that other guests than Benedikt were

not entirely welcome at Botn on Advent Sunday. They

sat a minute in silence. Then young Benedikt got up.

"It must be the Grimsdal people. They probably figured

out that they could keep company with you until they get

up to the mountain hut. Their sheep are still out there on

the meadows by the glacier river," said Pjetur. Then he

went to the door too.

"I am pretty sure it was not only your company they

reckoned on. They are certainly expecting you to help

gather their sheep—you and Leo and Gnarly," said the

farmer's wife. She could not endure for anyone to take

advantage of people merely to use their strength and their

good nature. Why couldn't they let Benedikt go about
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his own business alone and in peace? "Promise me one

thing—that you will go your own way and see to it that

you get your own work done, while you still have food in

your sack/' she went on, and supplied Benedikt again with

meat and potatoes and gravy. That had been cooked espe-

cially for him. She would have to see what she could get

together for the others.

But no matter how unwilling Benedikt was to refuse

anyone anything—especially Sigrid of Botn—he could not

promise this, for he knew himself too well for that; so he

only went on eating in silence.

"If they get there too late that is their own loss. And if

you once start in and waste your time gathering up their

sheep, you will surely lose a couple of days."

"Well, now . . . lose them?" Benedikt picked up her

word. "That depends on how you take it." He would

have preferred to be spared the long discussion about the

inevitable. For if a man came along who wanted to gather

in his sheep and if he and Leo and Gnarly were there and

able to help, were even indispensable, what else was there

for him to do than to put himself at the man's disposal ?

To be sure he sighed over this new and unexpected an-

noyance, but that was the way it was, and it could not be

helped.

"It is going to make a big hole in your provisions," Sig-

rid went on stubbornly. She knew how stern and unyield-
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ing he was, when it came to a question of being sensible

and sparing himself.

"Oh, I am well provided for," answered Benedikt, un-

troubled.

"You are an impossible man, and you had just as well

know it."

Now the others came in by the entry way, and sure

enough, it was Hakon of Grimsdal with his two farm-

hands. They did not seem exactly surprised to see Bene-

dikt, but they said, "Why, to be sure, this is your time to go

into the mountains and hunt out the old Stremba." They

might have thought of that beforehand, for it was a hoU-

day, of course, as much as if it had been in the calendar,

that is for Botn and the old Stremba, neither of which was

supposed to be visited in winter time. Stremba—^Tough

One. That was what they called the pasture back there in

the mountains between the two arms of the glacier. It was

inhospitable and for that reason people avoided it.

"I suppose the weather tempted you to start out on this

particular day," said Sigrid, a little sarcastically.

"Just listen to Mother Sigrid !" laughed Hakon of Grims-

dal. "Tempted us? Well, hardly. Forced us out, forced

us. If you are a farmer and have sheep in the mountain

pastures late in the fall, you can't be too tender in your

feelings and have too much regard for your neighbors.

And besides we can help our Benedikt a little tomorrow
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on his way into the mountains. He has all sorts of things

to carry and we are stout fellows, aren't we, boys ? Any-

way, I am badly mistaken or we are going to get a good

wind at our backs as we go up tomorrow, and a stifl one

at that."

"That may well be," said Benedikt calmly. "Well, it is

better to have any kind of weather for you than against

you. Up there in the mountains."

"If you are along and Leo and Gnarly
—

" Hakon didn't

quite say "your trinity," although one could see that he

was thinking it
—
"we will at least have the hope of finding

the mountain hut and escaping with our lives," he said,

joking. "No matter how it turns out with the sheep."

"You ought to have brought them home at least a week

ago," said Benedikt, but without any reproof in his tone.

He was merely setting the matter straight.

"Man proposes, God disposes, Bennie, old man," mur-

mured Hakon of Grimsdal. "Ah, yes, man proposes, God

disposes."

But Benedikt was not listening. He pricked up his ears.

Could he be mistaken? But he was not mistaken. The

storm was already sweeping over the frozen roofs, a lash-

ing, howling drive of snow as though a horde of monsters

had been let loose in the night outside. Inside a little hut

with a thatched roof, in the midst of the black immensity

of night, you no longer think about the weather as some-
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thing dead and lifeless when you hear it raging. Winter

then is a formless thing, but alive, full of life even in its

raging wrath, and you can tell by listening how it feels its

own strength. Yes, yes. Gnarly had known for sure what

he was about, only too well. Benedikt stood up suddenly.

He was going to sleep now.

The lost sheep in the mountains, now they would surely

be snowed in—snowed in under the winter covering be-

fore he had found them and brought them home. For

there was no use reckoning that they would be sensible

enough to flee to the higher ground, where the storms

blew keenest, where, nevertheless, lay their last and only

hope, when heaven and earth whirled together in wild

confusion and the hurricane raged. You could not expect

that. Even though they did flee to the heights, they would

no doubt freeze. But now he would go to sleep, or at least

be alone. A man should not share his worries with others.

Each one has enough of his own.

And so they slept in the little living room of the last

farmhouse before you come to the high pastures. Outside

the storm raged and lashed, and in the world outside many

storms raged and many things happened. For this was

only a forgotten corner of the world. Here, at least, only

the storm raged—so peaceful was it here. Here only moss

and lichen on the stones prolonged their meager exist-

ence—living tools of the Creator, in the course of thou-
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sands of years transforming into soil the stones, the out-

pourings of the craters; changing the fires of earth into

germ and growth, with the dew of midsummer upon them

and the hoarfrost of autumn nights. ... It is a good thing

for a man to sleep now and then.

But as Hakon of Grimsdal said the next morning:

"If Sunday ends with a blow,

Monday comes on to snow''

Really there was not much else to be said about this

Monday. At Botn the children were the only ones to greet

it with pleasure, for now Benedikt would have to give up

and stay there. And B<"nedikt, yielding with good grace,

spent his day between Gnarly and the children of the

house. When he was not outside seeing about Gnarly, a

task which, in such weather, required considerable prep-

aration and took up a good deal of time, then he would sit

in the midst of the children and whittle animals and birds,

carve people, put together rigging made of splinters, and

build ships with masts and bowsprit and rudder and a

jolly-boat on the hatch, and all the while telling fairy tales

and stories.

Hakon and his men played cards and once in a while

roused their sinking spirits with a glass of brandy, both

of which were good and strengthening to the heart, as
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Hakon maintained. "Really good and strengthening to

the heart." For to be sure his heart was a bit worried about

the sheep at the glacier river; but only a little worried, for

after all fate goes its own path and the Lord takes care o£

His own; that, now, had been his experience. Meanwhile

he would read the newspaper and he was fascinated by it.

For in foreign countries not only do the beasts freeze, the

devil take me, even people freeze. The world is just that

crazy. Bennie would have a hell of a job there! And not

only do they freeze but they die like flies from hunger and

misery, even in summer while the sun is shining. You

might believe it was a lie if it were not set down here in

black and white.

"Well, as far as Fm concerned FU take our Stremba and

our own corner of the world. . . . And many hundreds and

thousands of people, more than in all Iceland with its

islands and reefs, are out of work out in the big countries

and they idle around and have nothing to do. Just why

that should be so bad, I can't guess, here where we could

enjoy a little of that idleness. That's what you'd like to

be—out of work, eh, boys ? And don't tell me that these

are wild tales, and the newspaper not worth what it costs.

Especially when we get it for nothing. But just so you

boys won't get in the habit of laziness and idleness, the

way it is in foreign countries, shake yourselves. Let's play

one more hand. And you still don't want to play, Bene-
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dikt? Then we three will play with the fourth man

blind."

Three, with the fourth man blind—oh, yes, Benedikt

had learned that game in the past twenty-seven years, only

not at a card table, and not with bright colored bits of

paper in his hand.

And so this day passed.

IV

On Tuesday morning, Benedikt was up early. A power-

ful, strong wind was still moving, but the weather had

cleared up a bit. The snow did not seem to be falling so

endless and thick as yesterday. Besides, Benedikt was ac-

customed to it. He stood outside in the dark morning and

turned his cheeks, first one and then the other, still warm

from the bed, to the icy wind. No new snow was falling,

only the old drifting. Even so it would give a man enough

to do. But it was not impossible that the weather might

change its mind and let up during the course of the day.

It would be well to be on the way to the mountains and

get a part of his journey behind him. Hastening in, he

wakened the people from Grimsdal. He was going now,

if they wanted to go along.
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"I don't want to much!" said Hakon, leaping out of

bed. He listened to the wind, sniffed it, tasted it. "Not

much. Not very damned much!"

But Benedikt only went on getting ready. It was

Hakon's problem whether he would go or not. "Will you

take the responsibility?" asked the farmer of Grimsdal.

"For Gnarly, Leo, and myself, yes," answered Benedikt.

"Sail without thin\ing,

End up by sinking"

said Hakon and, cursing in a low tone, made ready to fol-

low. "But even if you won't take the responsibility for us,

I suppose you won't object to the boys' carrying the sack

of hay for you ? Well, now, Pjetur and Sigrid, thank you.

It is to be hoped that we come back alive. If we don't, you

will only have more trouble with us. Don't forget the

cards, boys."

Benedikt took out of his knapsack a little covering which

he fastened over Gnarly's back so that the snow would not

freeze to his wool and load him down too heavily on the

way. The farmer of Grimsdal asked whether Pope Leo

was not going to get his vestments for Mass, too. Benedikt

let him talk, tied a string to Gnarly's horn and
—

"Let's go."

Gnarly was not any too eager and did not take the

trouble to conceal it. And Hakon made it perfectly clear
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that he considered Gnarly more inteUigent than his

master. But just now Benedikt was setting the pace, and

off they went.

Then Gnarly, too, became reconciled, once he saw that

they were not going to be governed by his whim. As soon

as he felt the string on his horns, he struck out and ran

like a dog. He took pains to show Benedikt that he had

not opposed the start out of fear or ill-nature. Friendly ?

No, he was not very friendly today. Leo had to be very

careful, for when the storm caught him and threw him

against Gnarly or in his path, he got a taste of the horns.

But Leo did not allow himself either to become angry or

be run over; in this as in everything else he was really a

Pope; he did not snap at Gnarly a single time, but de-

voted his entire attention to showing that he wasn't born

yesterday. If the others were to get lost in the snow, he

would bring them safely home.

The four men, marching along, had the storm and

driving snow almost at their backs. Fortunately. For when

they reached the heights and the level, rolling plains be-

gan, the wind made their going easier. The snow held

them up; only Gnarly with his sharp hoofs broke through

now and again. The men had brought some hot coffee

from Botn in bottles; in the shelter of a block of stone,

they halted to drink it. The darkness had gradually ebbed

away from the world, while they were struggling up to
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the top. Now only the thick driving snow veiled the fea-

tures of the landscape and gave rise to the uncanny feeling

that they were marching on and on in the same spot. But

they went on unworried. For if you keep setting one foot

before the other, and hold to your direction you get on.

Here and there they recognized a sandhill, a cliff, a gorge.

They were on the right way. The storm began to die and

they could make out the outlines of the nearest peaks and

the nearest ranges even though they were still dim; for the

driving snow and the low-hanging, wooly clouds wiped

out all clear sharp outlines. But the earth began to regain

its form, to appear in its customary shape.

So now the men with their dogs and the wether marched

through the short day, marched unceasingly, and, as they

walked, one night had sunk into the west. Soon a new one

would arise out of the east. The day was so short that they

spent it wandering through the mountains, almost before

they noticed it. It was gone; a new night came down over

them—they walked and walked. There was no speaking,

almost none at all, the wind was still too sharp. But as

they strode on they hummed to themselves. As part of the

preparation for this journey they had laid in a supply of

verses, of psalms, chorals, and songs to keep time with as

they marched. They took turn about at it, as their mood

or the conditions of the weather changed. Benedikt had a

song of his own:
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"Snow and storm and a road full of stones

Strengthen the muscles and harden the bones;

The man who sits by the fire all day

Is throwing the best of his life away"

.

A song that he had made up himself, a good one to hum
when the wind roared and tore the words from his lips as

if to say: "Let's keep it a secret between us." No, there

was no danger that anyone would be able to learn it by

listening to him. They made rare attempts to understand

one another, but they might as well have spared the effort

and not bothered about it. Even when they shouted at the

top of their voices the wind tore the words to shreds and

swept them across the barrens. There they went, flying

along, shot full of holes by the bullets of the driven snow.

Hakon, who was beginning to feel the cold, offered his

brandy, took a swallow himself, and tried to increase the

effect by an old charm:

"Pour a cas\ of brandy into my grave,

Trickle it down through the clay and the stones.

For thirst for a sweet and biting drin\

Will still be quivering through my bones"

And now, as we have said, it was night again. Night:

The moon peeked through once in a while—peeked

through torn shreds of clouds. The wanderers were only
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shadows in the night and its waste of snow. Did Benedikt

really know where they were ? The other three relied upon

it. They hoped he had not lost his way yet. Deep in their

hearts there arose a great confidence in Benedikt, Gnarly,

and Leo—the trinity, as they had grown accustomed to

calling them speaking among themselves. But after all

what else was there that they could really rely on.^ Oh,

well, don't talk; just keep going along.

Makf haste slowly, ta\e your ease,

You cant say more by tal\ing louder.

Go gently, that's the way to please;

And shooting only wastes your powder.

And they did make haste slowly, they did take it as easily

as they could. After eighteen hours of walking that might

well be taken for granted. They railed about powder with

its wasted roar and blaze, but they would not have ob-

jected to a cannon to shoot them along the last stretch of

the road, even though there would be a risk in it.

They finally came to their goal! Suddenly out of the

snow and the night a tiny elevation appeared—the gables

of a little hut arose out of the snow drifts. It looked blind,

dead, and forsaken, as if sunk in its own gloom and despair.

The rest of the house was, of course, somewhere under the

snow. They had really and truly come upon the mountain

hut, had come straight as a string. Sure enough this
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Benedikt was a master and a wizard from head to foot. At

any rate there were not many human faiHngs to be dis-

covered in him, but to make up for it, to be sure, there

were two that were entirely inhuman—he didn't gamble

and he didn't drink brandy. But where was the door now ?

For there must be a door.

Benedikt took his stick, the iron point of which was

flattened out to make a sort of spade. He quickly shovelled

the door free; the hard-packed snow came up in blocks and

then was tossed aside. And so they had a house with steps

going down and a little passageway.

They went in, lighted a candle, and in a moment had a

charcoal fire blazing on the tiny hearth. First of all,

Benedikt took care of Gnarly. He went to the spring for

water, for the hut had been built over a vein of water that

never froze. While Gnarly drank, he took a bunch of hay

out of the sack, shook it up; cleaned, as best he could, the

ice from Gnarly's hoofs; and then he rubbed them and his

legs with tallow—good old Gnarly.

The hut was divided up into two rooms. First you

came into a sort of stable and then into a Htde room with

a bunk. It was a regular little castle, almost.

When Benedikt had cared for his wether he went in to

the others. Here where loneliness lurked, so to speak, out-

side the door, he realized, once inside, how good it was

after all to be with human beings, even if they were a bit
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talkative at times. Already it smelled like coffee. Benedikt

found a vacant place by the hearth, hung up his v^et clothes

to dry, and v^ent about combing the lumps of ice out of

his hair and beard.

"Well, v^e got here."

"Yes, you are a jewel, Bennie," Hakon said magnani-

mously. "And you have saved our lives. You ought to get

a medal that you could v^^ear to church, and a big sum of

money from some foreign country. You have saved our

lives, as I have said. But after all, w^hat is a man v^ithout

his sheep ? A beggar, old man, and nothing more. A man
like that cannot conjure up medals and money by his

v^ords alone. My sheep, God knov^s v^^here they are driv-

ing around—if they are still driving around at all. Most

likely the v^ind has sv^ept them all in a bunch into the

river. Or they are snowed under and smothered to death

in the snow. And here we sit, babying ourselves. But to

hell with it! Let's make well of the coffee as long as there

is any left. A man never knows what the next day is going

to look like. And on the other hand it is very seldom that

anything happens so bad that you can't think of some-

thing worse."

They filled their cups and sat down, the farmer and

Benedikt on the edge of the bed, the farmhands on the

floor. And now Benedikt got out his food—bread, butter,

and meat, and washed it down with scalding hot coffee.
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That did them good clear to the tips of their fingers, so

that as they ate they sang a Httle mountain song:

"Ride, ride, ride.

Dashing along,

Over the sand, . .
/'

Ah, yes, if they had had horses between their thighs

they would not be so stiff now. To be sure too they might

be sitting out there somewhere in the snow up to their

necks. But now they needed sleep more than song. They

began yawning before they had sung two verses, and so

they lay down and slept.

There they lay, as if they had been flung down, four

sleeping men in a tiny hut in the mountains, buried in the

snow. Four men wearied to death, whose breathing at

every moment changed into snores, died away, and in vary-

ing tones set in again, like the storm they had just escaped.

The dogs too were snoring, and, yes, even Gnarly the

wether was giving out little sleepy sounds.

And in the meanwhile, high over the roof and behind

the snow clouds, the signs of heaven marched past, measur-

ing day and night even for this tiny corner of the world

and for those creatures sleeping their leaden sleep in the

little hut. They brought night to an end right on the

moment and brought forth a new day. Now day was here.

Time to awaken. And they did awaken. Something called
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them up; and stifl and lame, they stretched new life into

their tired bodies. They felt that they had barely fallen

asleep a moment before. But it was already light in the

hut. Up, and put the kettle on the fire!

As was to be expected the Grimsdal sheep were hard to

find and gather. The fury of the storm had driven part of

them away from the meadows on the banks of the glacial

stream. The first thing to do was to find them, and when

they finally had them—well, the snow was everywhere

hard to wade through and the days were short. They are

so short at the time of the winter solstice. If they had not

had Gnarly to lead the scattered flocks to the little moun-

tain hut—Gnarly who went fiercely at his work until he

too stuck in the snow himself and had to be dragged out,

and who constantly shared with the other sheep his own

strength and courage—what would it have been like ?

Hakon admitted it freely and was not sparing in his

praise of Gnarly. Leo, too, got his due meed. He was so

keen in following even old trails and in hunting out where

the sheep were hidden. He even smelled them out where

they were covered over in hollows and gulches. Couldn't

Benedikt make up his mind to sell him? And that was

exactly what Benedikt could not do. No, no! One cannot

just drag a Pope off to market.

And in the evenings they sat comfortably in the hut and

were put out because they could not get Benedikt to join

in the fun. Wouldn't he take a hand even now }
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"Well, the three of us will play with the fourth man

blind."

One day, two days, three days passed away, and the

storm had laid. The weather was quiet and comparatively

mild—as long as it lasted. And finally, on Friday, shortly

after noon, the farmer of Grimsdal started home with his

sheep, north to where the farmhouses lay. They had found

and gathered up the very last one. Benedikt went with

them on their journey as far as the ridge of the heath,

which then sloped gently down to the river valley. He
received his thanks, a three-fold handshake, nods of the

head, and a few words called out in farewell. Then he

stood and looked after the departing ones, went slowly

back to the hut, closed the door behind him, gave the tired

wether feed and water, and patted Leo. He stretched out

full-length on his back on the empty bed, one hand hang-

ing out on Leo, his friend and comrade. Rest, complete

rest—^nothing to do but rest, to pull himself together, to be

whole, to be one with his own soul again . . . Advent . . .

how long ago was last Sunday ?

Man can have many ways to live his life. Many talk,

others keep silent. Many have to be among their fellow-

men in order to feel at their ease ; others are not their proper
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selves until they are quite alone, at least now and again.

Benedikt was not ordinarily unsociable, but on this Advent

Journey he was used to being without human company.

This village gossip day in and day out wearied him un-

speakably up here in the mountains. It did not belong

here. In other days, to be sure, he had not been so sensi-

tive to it as this time. Well, a man gets old. What had

become of the peace and the profound quietness of last

Sunday ? What of the hopefulness, the confidence ? Was

it really only ^yc nights ago? Or no, should he not ask

was it so much as five nights ago ? In that case he should

now have been back at home again, if everything had gone

according to his plans. Instead of that, here he lay, worn

out like his old clothes. Even his soul was in tatters. Ah,

yes, time passes and a man is not young any more.

Had he been asleep and dreaming or was that really a

knock? Indeed, he must have been asleep, for Leo stood

at the door barking like mad. But he had not been dream-

ing, for the knock came again, three separate blows.

Benedikt sprang to his feet and opened the door. It was

a young man who lived near by, Jon of Fjall.

"Have you seen our colts ?"

To be sure, Benedikt had seen hoof prints, especially

down below by the river, and in other directions too, but

he had not seen the horses themselves. In any case they

were not in the immediate neighborhood. Naturally he
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had not bothered himself any further about them. It had

not occurred to him that anyone would still have his colts

outside here in such weather.

"Does your master think that you are old and experi-

enced enough to find your way about alone up here at this

season of the year, my boy?"

Jon of Fjall was of the opinion that he could do what-

ever anybody else could do. That might be well enough,

thought Benedikt, but after all he was a young man and

still inexperienced. And now that they two were here

together he had, so to speak, to assume the responsibility

for him. If Benedikt should go his way tomorrow morn-

ing without bothering about Jon and his colts and should

come home a few days later to find Jon had not come

back, but had perished in the mountains, what then ? And
besides he could very well give Gnarly a day of rest.

"We will see about it tomorrow," and by now he had

coffee ready for the young man.

"Do you really think that you would have time for us to

look about a little together?" asked Jon, who was too

honest to be capable of sly hints and ulterior motives.

"What is time?" answered Benedikt and in one way it

made him feel good, and then again it hurt him a bit that

the boy had obviously not counted on his help.

Saturday was spent looking for the colts. And then they

found them too. Sunday the young man set out on his

journey home with a greeting for the people there*
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"Well, even if I haven't got anything more done, any-

body v^^ould have to admit that I haven't v^asted the week,"

said Benedikt, for a fev^ words of excuse seemed to be in

order.

And now he must make use of this day and get himself

still deeper into the mountains, in there where there was

no longer any road or path from valley to valley. But he felt

a sort of a deadness in his limbs, and not exactly disposed

to any great deeds. It had been a strenuous week, one could

not deny, but it was child's play compared with the one to

follow after. The thought affected him strangely that by

this day in other years he had already been back home

—

back home! That by this time he had already overcome

everything and saved the sheep. He would be sitting in

the little church with a heart full of gratitude and holiday

spirit—he would hear the pastor's sermon on the widow's

mite or the signs of the sun and moon.

"And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon,

and in the stars; and upon the earth distress of nations, with

perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring;

"Mens hearts jailing them for fear, and for looking

after those things which are coming on the earth: for the

powers of heaven shall he sha\en"

Thus said the Scripture.

Well, he too, once upon a time, his heart had failed for

fear, and he had been in anguish at the thought of death,

and at the thought of life, too, if you wanted to be exact
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about it. He had been in anguish—^but that was long ago

and this anguish too lay buried in the mountains. Now-

adays all was so peaceful in him and about him. Peaceful

and quiet like the mountains.

Thoughtfully he sat there and packed his knapsack. He
must try to shake off his weariness and use the day to go

deeper and higher into the mountains—at least a part of

the way. In the midst of his packing he arose, went out

and looked at the weather. Now what was that over there

on the other side of the river? Horses and people, sure

enough! It must be the mail about to ferry across. But

why? There was no one here with the relay of horses.

Benedikt hurried in and started water boiling for coffee.

But when the postman arrived he would not stop ; he had

a sled and a man to help pull it.

"The day is short, old man, and the men to relieve us

are slow in appearing. They are probably holed up com-

fortably somewhere. We must get along and find them."

Over there on the other side of the river the man who

had accompanied him thus far was already on his way

back toward the south. Grimur of Jokli, the ferryman,

stood beside Benedikt and with him watched those far-

traveling and oddly restless people disappear toward the

north and south. Grimur had no objections to a swallow

of coffee now that it was already made. One ought not to

despise God's gifts.
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"You look as though you were settled down here for

the rest of your life and were keeping an inn," he joked.

"I have been seeing smoke for a week." He threw down

a sack of charcoal beside th^ hearth.

"I thought you might have used up your supply, so I

brought that with me. After all, I am the one who ought

to keep the fires going here. What are you doing here,

anyway?"

Benedikt told him that he was on his regular trip, and

how things had gone thus and so and meanwhile the days

had come and gone.

"You can't get a great deal done in one day, especially

at this season of the year."

"Clever of Hakon," said Grimur, "and of that Fjall

fellow."

"Well, yes, but sheep are sheep, and horses are horses,"

interrupted Benedikt, and there was no argument about

that. "One must do the one and not leave the other un-

done. What sense would it make if I were to find a few

scattering, lost beasts and let whole herds be destroyed?

The way it is, Hakon finally got his back, but if Leo and

I had not been there to help hunt them, especially Leo, of

course—no, no, Grimur, and besides you would have done

exactly what I did."

"That I wouldn't, in the name of all that's holy."

"Yes, you would. Yes, you would. Besides there is this
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one good thing about it; now I won't have to hunt over the

Stremba, for I have aheady been there.'*

"Of course, while you were at it you had to live on your

own provisions—I will bet on that," said Grimur, who in a

great many respects did not share Benedikt's opinion.

"Well, yes, but I usually take enough provisions along

for half a month. That's aplenty, and Hakon knew that.

And besides they carried Gnarly's sack of hay all the way

from Botn up here."

But Grimur only shook his head, sulkily swigged his

coffee from the saucer, and sucked mightily at a piece of

rock candy.

"You look pretty well used up, to be perfectly honest

about it. And besides what kind of a way is this to treat

Gnarly? Many a man has been hauled up for cruelty to

animals for less than that, and you had just as well know

it. Of course. Gnarly will run until he breaks down and

dies, just like some people, and you know that well enough.

And aren't you responsible for him ? Now we are going to

tie the sack of hay here to this post, for Gnarly is as sensible

as anybody and can do his own housekeeping. Then we

will fix up water and straw for him. So you see a few

days by himself won't harm him at all. By this time you

have it in your head that you can't get around coming

home with me and getting a night's sleep. When you get

there you can fill a sack of hay and bring it back to Gnarly.
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And you won't need to be living on your own supplies. No
objections! There has already been enough swearing

around here, when you remember that it is the seventh

week of winter—and today is the feast of the Immaculate

Conception."

To ferry over a glacial river—^where you have to pull the

boat a good bit up stream and in order to get across, row

downstream several times the width of the river—somehow

it makes you feel as if you were going into another coun-

try, almost another life. It gives you a sort of pang inside

you—how will you come back? But Benedikt was too

tired to think. Even on the way up to the farmhouse that

lay between the hills, protected from the worst of the

north wind, he was staggering from weariness, and he

almost fell asleep walking. In the farmyard he looked

back. But the mountain hut, with all it contained, was

gone, vanished behind the hills. Only the northern moun-

tains still stood in their place, but they seemed infinitely

far away, so far that they sent a pang through his heart.

For that was where he belonged.

He had hardly pulled off his clothes, before he collapsed

and went to sleep. And he dreamed—one moment he was

up there in the mountains finding sheep, wearing himself

out with them, working, working. One moment Leo and

Gnarly were with him, and then they were gone again,

and he was all alone with the sheep. Part of them were
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lazy, part too full of life; and a terrible storm boiled about

him, and the going was as hard as it could be, the snow

soft and bottomless. And near by him, a man walked, in-

visible—^not only because of the weather—a man who was

at the same time friendly and sinister. What did he want

of him ? And behind his dream he knew time was passing,

that it would not stop, that it never let itself be detained

by any river and never got tired, that it ran on and on,

mysterious as a glacial stream. Time strode forth over a

sleeping man as over one dead.

VI

All of a sudden, Benedikt lay wide awake in a room full

of moonlight. So it was night. He felt completely rested.

And all at once he could no longer stay still. He flung

out of bed and awakened the young farmhand in the

other bed, shaking him gently, then they sat side by side

and as quiedy as possible dressed by the moonlight. They

stole softly downstairs in their sock feet to keep from wak-

ing anyone else.

"Shall we make some coffee ?" asked the young man, but

Benedikt told him to let it go.

"No, wait until you get back," answered Benedikt. "You

will be back in an hour. Then you can make you some.

Come." They whispered like conspirators, although they
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were outside by now. Something drove Benedikt on— he

could rest no longer.

"Look what a hurry the moon is in! Tonight I feel like

running a race with it a little way. Before day comes I

can be halfway to the other mountain hut, and I can get

there before evening."

"What sort of a mountain hut is it.?" asked the young

fellow, still only half awake.

"It is a hole I've got away up there,'* answered Benedikt.

A sack of hay was standing all ready in the pantry. The

young man tied it on his back. If the family had been

awake, no doubt Benedikt could have had more pro-

visions. As it was he must get along as best he could. In

moonlight like this one could live on the air. He would

make out all right.

"Snow and storm and a road full of stones. . .

'*

They buckled their skis on, and in the moonlight glided

over the ice-gray land that stretched in a circle clear over

to the mountains. They were like some mysterious lode, a

focus which fled, and yet remained and after all was a

definite goal. Soon the high land began to slope down to

the river. They made quick work of it. Leo was swishing

along like an arrow, barking loud for joy.

Then they were over the river. Benedikt helped pull
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the boat upstream, put the sack on his back, gave the boat

a push, wished the lad a safe crossing, called his thanks and

greetings to the family.

Then the boat drove diagonally down the river in the

half light of the glistening moon so as to strike the other

shore in the right place. Benedikt was alone again in his

own country. He went up and greeted Gnarly. And out

here in the night and loneliness and moonlight there came

over him once more that feeling of the Holy Day of Ad-

vent. An echo of tones, of the sound of bells preserved in

the air, of memories of the sun and the fragrance of hay,

of a hope-filled summer land—or was it? Perhaps after

all it was only a peculiar kind of inner peace.

Gnarly saluted the other two with a satisfied "Baa-a-a."

He stood up, shook himself, and was ready. He pressed

close to Benedikt as the latter greeted him and examined

him to be sure how he had fared. Yes, he even conde-

scended so far as to return Leo's snifl&ng, when the latter

stuck out his muzzle. Flattered and overjoyed, Leo

wagged his tail, and as usual could not restrain himself.

He gaily kissed his comrade and even put his forepaws on

Gnarly's back. And immediately got a taste of the horns;

in all friendship, of course, but still a warning. That was

all the attention Gnarly paid him, but Leo didn't go near

him any more.

Benedikt was thoroughly pleased with his Gnarly and
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the way he had behaved. He had made sensible use of his

sack of hay and had not wasted any of it. Now he got his

breakfast, properly shaken up and in a clean manger, then

his bucket was taken to the spring, rinsed and filled with

fresh water. And then the three in the hut had their

breakfast in peace and harmony. For the hour was at

hand.

Benedikt put on his knapsack, tranquilly buckled on his

skis, and stood the hay sack in a corner by the door. He
slung a line about Gnarly's horns, carefully put out the

coffee fire with water from the bucket, and took a last

look around the hut to see that everything was in its proper

place. Then with his comrades he went out and shut the

door behind him.

He flung the hay sack over his shoulders, heavy enough

it was, too—and in the moonlight, with the wether at the

end of the rope and the dog at his heels, struck out for the

mountains. It was cold today and no mistake, but the

wind was still and the cold lay on the skin like a cold

breath, and did not cut through. They took it easy all

three.

"Ma\e haste slowly, ta\e your ease, . .
'*

There was something comforting about journeying in

the moonlight among the mountains. Benedikt looked up
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at the heavens. The wheel of stars up there had already

made a quarter of a revolution since he had put his head

out the farmhouse door at Jokli. That is the v^ay time

sv^ings by, v^hether you follow it or not. There is some-

thing lovely about traveling along under the stars, keeping

in motion with them. He liked to walk here. The snow-

covered mountains looked so low, so far, in the moon-

light. Now and then streaks of starlight would play on

the smooth, black ice, veiled in night. A journey like

this is a sort of poem with rhymes and splendid words. In

the blood it turned into a poem and, so to speak, you could

learn it by heart like a poem. And besides some impulse

drove a man back here again and again to see if every-

thing remained unchanged. And it was unchanged

—

strange and unattainable and at the same time friendly

and intimate and indispensable.

So at last a profound peace came over Benedikt. He
felt a security welling up out of his heart, spreading fur-

ther and further to become all-embracing, inevitable, in-

fallible ! All meaning, all worth, all good was summed up

in the mere certainty that he was walking along here.

And here he went!

He felt exactly like a man, who, at the point of drown-

ing, suddenly lifts his head above the water and is saved.

The air flowed toward him like spring water; he drew

in deep draughts. This was what his life consisted in

—
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this wandering. And now because this had come to be

his life he was ready for anything, everything, and could

bid everything welcome. He had no more cares. Yes,

one! He was not clear in his mind who would make this

journey after he was gone. But no doubt someone would

come.

For surely it could not be the intention of the Creator to

forsake the poor beasts who went astray here and were not

found at the autumn in-gathering of the sheep, when he,

Benedikt, should no longer be there. Surely that could not

be His intention. For even though sheep were only sheep,

still they were creatures of flesh and blood, creatures with

life and a soul. Gnarly there—^would anyone consider him

a senseless, soulless being—or Leo or Faxe? Were their

innocence, their confidence less than the feeble faith of

men? Benedikt shook his head. Whoever the man to

come after him, he could wish him nothing better than

such comrades as these. With such companions a man

is never alone in the world. Many a man had more than

he, different, presumably, but who could have better? It

would be rank ingratitude to consider that anyone could

have had a richer or better lot in life. Ingratitude and stu-

pidity. As if there could be any better creatures on earth

than his three friends. There is something holy and in-

violable in the relationship between man and beast. Some

fine day he would have to stand there and make up his
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mind : a bullet for one, a knife for the other. That was the

price to pay. That the responsibility to be shouldered. A
man had to become master not only over their lives, but

also over their deaths. To the best of his know^ledge and

conscience. That w^as the v^ay life went. It hurt. Only one

who had been through it could understand how it hurt.

After all, to a certain extent, all animals were sacrificial

beasts—^but was not all of life a sacrifice ? When it was lived

in the right manner ? Was not this the key to the riddle,

that the power of growth is a power within, actually a

self-abnegation, and that all life that in its innermost being

is not sacrifice is arrogance, the wages whereof is death ?

But let that be as it might. After all it was a mystery too

profound. The one thing sure was that these three here

in the night and moonlight, between the quiet ranges,

were driving on toward a goal. They had a goal and they

knew what it was, all three of them. No lofty goal, to be

sure, but still a goal.

The stars paled out into morning. The outlines of the

mountains too became dim, vanished, floating away in the

uncertain gray of dawn. Then it was day. There is some-

thing about a day, especially about its birth, that sets a man

free and yet lays down for him bounds beyond which he

may not pass.

And at daybreak the winds awakened. At first there

were only a few scarcely noticeable puifs from different
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directions, just as if they were only half awake. They

blew a spark of life into tlie snow which lay soft and

fluffy on the surface. But soon enough the wind-people

seemed to make up their minds which direction they

wanted to come from today. They began to drive their

sleighs up and down the hills and to pile up the drifts.

Then the last outlines vanished and it was no longer easy

to distinguish anything at all. One could not make out the

ending of the snow-gray land and the beginning of the

snow-gray sky. For all unseen the lowering clouds around

the horizon had risen and moved upward, so that finally

only overhead could one see the last dim remnants of

the sky so blue the night before. And yet it came as a sort

of surprise, something almost inconceivable, when a new

snowstorm, which obviously had taken a good rest, sud-

denly roared about Benedikt and his comrades. And al-

though they traveled obstinately on almost as if nothing

had changed, they plunged into the smother so completely

that they could no longer perceive each other or even be

conscious of themselves. But they stuck together. They

armed themselves against madness in the roaring storm

and the lashing snow. For the snow fell so thick that one

could scarcely conceive how the storm could ever accom-

plish what it was doing, how it could break through the

tight-woven mesh of flakes and play with them and not

be smothered by them. At any rate a man could scarcely
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breathe for them. Benedikt gulped in air when he was

able, holding fast to the little line which somewhere out

in the whirling twilight of snow was fastened to Gnarly's

horns, and struggled on. Leo had to look after himself

—

which he did. And so they went staggering on their way,

the three of them, foot by foot, swaying this way and that

against the wild thrusts of the storm.

Well, they were groping their way through the wild

snow welter, that was all that was left for them to do.

Meanwhile, the day passed, the day of which nothing was

visible, which could be barely realized as a tenuous light-

ness in the whirling snow. Benedikt steered blindly on in

the direction of the hut, as he called it. It was really only

a hole in the earth with a trap door, a burrow, a kind of

grave. He had dug that hole for himself twenty-seven

years ago, almost in the middle of the range which he was

in the habit of searching out. He had picked a slight rise

for it. On one hand it was not so high that the door,

weighted down by stones, would be carried away by the

wind, on the other not so low that water could run in

from above.

Benedikt was convinced that he had kept approximately

in the right direction and was on the way to his den. He
only hoped that the storm would stop by dark, since it

had begun at daybreak, and toward evening it would be

possible to see a little better. Else how could he find his
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hole ? But the storm refused to lay. It was not concerned

with Benedikt's wishes and feelings. It was inconceivable

how it found the breath to keep up such a bellowing the

whole day long, so early in winter at that. But it did

find it. The scanty light that the snow whorls ground to

pieces between them became finer and finer, and it was

finally ground away to nothing at all—to darkness with

the faintest suspicion of moonlight behind it, to a snow

twilight, to a whirling gloom. And the madness remained

unchanged, a moaning and roaring—as of giants raging

one against the other, a struggle of unseen powers reaching

out into infinity in all directions—an insane, screaming,

bellowing night.

A human being out in such a night as that, miles from

traveled roads, far from his fellow-creatures in a waste

land, among bloodthirsty mountains, alone and utterly

dependent on himself, must keep his heart tight shut.

No crevice may be left open for the evil spirits of the

storm to enter. No crack where hesitation or anxiety or

the madness of nature can seep through. For here life and

death are tossed on the scales of a balance. Which way

will the balance swing ? In such a case courage alone can

help; only the invincible, inviolate might of a man's soul

can avail. A man simply denies danger and rushes to

meet it. It is just that simple—simple for a man like

Benedikt.
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'^Snow and storm and a road full of stones. . .
/'

And then in the darkness he ran right into a block of

stone and immediately thereafter another. He must watch

his skis, they might get broken, he had better take them

off. He could not go on like this any further. When he

got them off he took a closer look at the nearest boulder.

He felt it over, first with his gloves, then to make per-

fectly sure, with his bare fingers, almost as one feels of a

horse or cow that one wishes to buy. He stood still a

while and considered, smelling the wind. Which was

north, which was south? Ah, ha! he surely ought to

know that stone! Yes, he had traveled in the right direc-

tion, that is what he meant. Only he had gone a bit too

far.

He did an about-face and tried to keep his directions

straight, did keep them for a little while, then suddenly

stopped and struck out in a circle right and left. Now
was the time for a bit of luck, otherwise with this back

and forth business it would be easy to get the directions

out of his head and get lost. And all at once in the night

and storm a feeling came up in his feet from underneath,

or something; perhaps some peculiar feature of the land-

scape. With the utmost care he took two long, precise

steps and drove his stick down into the snow, now here,

now there, and all of a sudden there was a hollow sound.
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That was the trap door! He had found the hut. He was

at home

!

Now the shovel got to work. It was no long task to lay

bare the door, which was almost horizontal, raise it, creep

in with his dog and wether close behind him. The wether

and Benedikt slid rather than walked down the dirt steps.

Leo welcomed the noise they made at it with a joyous

bark: Bov/-wow! It was more than good, it was an im-

measurable relief to get the weather off one's body and

not to have to be in the midst of it any more. Benedikt

sank down on the hay sack a moment, so completely un-

manned by weariness that he could see sparks in the dark.

That felt good! Even Gnarly expressed his satisfaction

with a thoughtful: Baa. But when he began to shake

himself, making a miniature snow storm in the hut, Leo

whimpered and at once began to do likewise.

But Benedikt was responsible even here and he had to

care not only for himself, but also for his friends and com-

rades. He fished the stump of a tallow candle out of his

knapsack and lighted it. A pair of shapeless figures stood

before him in the flickering light, so covered with ice and

snow that almost the only features recognizable were

their mouths, eyes and Gnarly's horns. Benedikt went to

work immediately freeing his companions from snow and

icicles, as best he could. If he neglected this the wet

would make its way clear down to the skin as soon as the
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place got warm. The labor of the coming day would be

hard enough even if they did not have to plunge in with

their skins wet and frozen. To be sure Gnarly was pro-

tected to a certain extent in the most sensitive places by

his mantle. Last of all, Benedikt brushed the snow off

himself and combed it out of his beard, hair and eye-

brows. Then he lighted the kerosene stove. There is no

great art in getting along in the wilderness with a fire and

cooking utensils and all modern conveniences. If the

matches are wet, you need only stick them under your

woolen jacket to dry against your body. An old house-

hold remedy. When the stove was burning, Benedikt

opened the door upon the unchained night and got a few

lumps of snow in. When it melted in the stew pan, he

kept adding more, and in the meantime went hither and

yon, braced the door, and stopped up the worst cracks and

holes against the wind and snow. Now that was done

!

And when he had provided Gnarly with hay, and with

snow to quench his thirst, he brought out food from his

knapsack; and Leo got his share. The meat was frozen

and even the bread crunched icily between the teeth. Well,

he would soon have coffee. They shared the frozen food

like the good friends they were—^Leo and he—shared it

like brothers. He would just like to see a man, thought

Benedikt, who had a more comfortable time of it in his

castle, and a safer time amid the distresses of life; and be-
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sides all that, there was the prospect within the next few

days of saving a few sheep from death by hunger, and so

of being useful to his own parish and, as well, to all man-

kind and to all the universe.

"For you just remember this, Leo, even the Pope in

Rome doesn't have any better or finer time of it than you

and I, or a clearer conscience." Leo only whirled his tail

in a circle and gladly believed everything his master

preached to him; all the more because every sentence of

the dogma was accompanied by a good bite of food.

And Benedikt sat there like a pasha with a piece of

meat in his hand, and shared it with Leo as fast as he could

get it thawed, which was not very fast. They had plenty

of butter, more than they needed, so Leo did not have to

eat his bread dry. So there they sat . . . things could be

worse . . . and today was Wednesday . . . yes, so it was.

Well, he had been away from home a good week and

more. It had been nine days since he had left Botn, and

seven of them he had been living on his own provisions;

and you could tell it by looking at them, too, that could

not be denied. Although Benedikt had been stingy and

economized to the best of his ability, there were only seven

pieces of meat left, and they not over-large; besides some

pieces of bread that he could have wished a bit more gen-

erous. Still, what all had the Master not done with two

loaves and five fishes? He had filled the multitudes. It
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seemed unbelievable, but in the face of facts like that it

was hard for a man to give up hope. And, of course, he

only had himself and Leo to feed v^ith his present supply.

But miracle or no miracle, he v^ould have to economize.

Nowhere in the Law is foresight forbidden. One piece of

meat each day, let us say; that was all he could allow him-

self. But that had a certain advantage; he would not be

overloading his stomach and would be all the lighter on

his feet.

But what had suddenly got into the light? And what

had happened to the stove ? Benedikt pumped it up, but

that did not help; it seemed to want to go out in spite of

everything, it had just taken that stubborn notion. And
still, there was plenty of kerosene. What magic and witch-

craft were going on in his good old den ? Had some evil

spirit crept in to devour the light? Then Benedikt sat in

total darkness.

It was not a natural darkness. It was a most unnatural

darkness, it burned his eyes and laid hold on his throat

and strangled him; and yet it was friendly. It lured him

to sleep, coaxed him to sink down and close his eyes. After

all why did he need that coffee? Why did he need any

more light that night? But was this friendliness real?

He tried to get his thoughts together, to collect himself, to

think. After all, could the storm still be on their trail here ?

Had the snow stopped every crack up tightly ? Was it try-
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ing to smother them down here? He would see about

that!

Benedikt arose, hard as it was for him to shake of]f

the intoxication of drowsiness. He swayed to the door

and threw it open. A dream had begun to spin in his con-

sciousness, so that he expected to see outside the freedom of

a starry night. But still the same vicious storm bubbled

and poured about him, and threatened to blow his burrow

away in a minute. He let the trap door fall to again, but

in such a way that it could no longer be completely

covered.

As was to be expected the candle and the stove were now

willing to live again, ready to take up their activity v/here

they had stopped a moment ago. And now the coffee was

ready, and its fragrance filled the hut. Oh! cofiee! Bene-

dikt drank it devoutly. When he was through, he put

out the light. Now it was night here. The blood rushed

through his relaxed limbs, until, its fury spent, it found

peace and calm. Sleep came slipping along nearer and

nearer, and then it was there and took him in its arms.

Well, there lay Benedikt in his den, with a woolen

blanket about his body, the hay sack under his head for a

pillow, close pressed to Gnarly, who slept in his own

manner and once in a while chewed his cud in peace and

content. And Leo cuddled up close to both of them and

whined his comfort, in joyous anticipation of rest. There
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they lay, the three of them, under the earth, humble, in-

significant, scarcely recognizable as living beings. Yet

they would awaken to deeds of which no other would be

capable, which they alone could do, and for which only

they were prepared. Were they, then, as insignificant as

they looked ? Did they not after all belong to some Eternal

Scheme of Things and were they not indispensable to the

great whole .'^ And over their heads the night wheeled on.

VII

Benedikt slept like a rock. Sunk in fathomless night.

And then all at once he was awake, suddenly, as always,

wide awake, and he felt completely rested. Now then, to

shake out of his cover and out of sleep before weariness,

always crouching in ambush, should seize upon him again.

He sprang up and opened the trap door. Moonlight!

Really and truly moonlight! So it seemed that the world

had, to a certain extent, righted itself again. And so he

had not overslept—unless perhaps he had slept a whole

day through. Even then there was nothing to be done

about it.

"Ma\e haste slowly, ta\e your ease. .

.

."

He had saved over a piece of meat from the evening

before. He divided it with Leo, as well as all the bread
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that could be spared. Benedikt washed down his portion

with a few cups of coffee. Gnarly was to be allowed to

remain in the cave today and get a complete rest, Benedikt

decided. He was the most completely done in by the

struggle they had been through and there was no sense

in wearing him out, unless it was absolutely certain that

he would be needed. If matters went as usual, he would

have plenty to do before they were safe at home again.

So Benedikt provided Gnarly with hay and fresh snow

and even melted some for him, so he could have a drink

of water right away; then he cleared out an air hole beside

the door. Leo looked on with a thoughtful air, tried sev-

eral times to catch his master's eye, first gave in hesitat-

ingly, then raised one paw, as if he did not know whether

to scratch the snow away again, or what. But Benedikt

seemed to have his mind made up, and only patted Leo's

head. Then it dav^oied on Leo that he was leaving the

knapsack behind too. And so they went into the moon-

light, Benedikt and Leo.

Since he had awakened so early and it was so still and

clear, Benedikt wanted to search out first the farthest

place, a valley by the edge of the glacier. It would take

five hours to get there and five hours to get back, even

with the best of luck. And then that would be over. He

had seldom found anything there, but it was out of the

question to go home without making sure. Benedikt grad-
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ually got his stride, stamped to the tops of the hills and

swooped like a stormwind down the slopes.

**Snow and storm and a road full of stones, . .
/'

But fortune was not as favorable today as the weather.

Not a sheep did Benedikt find—at least not a live one.

Only in the bottom of the valley below the glacier, already

drifted level full, he found a hole in the snow—or rather

Leo found it—a hole that a fox had dug. And sure enough

it led down to the carcass of a sheep. He had come too

late.

With this find, Benedikt's good humor was ruined and

it did not return again all day. This was a bad sign, an

evil omen. And still and all, this was a kind of Jubilee

Year: twenty-seven times—and he himself was twice

twenty-seven years old. It was, God knew, a kind of special

year, at least for him, and now it had to end like this. But

he had had bad luck from the very beginning. And up

here things were not the same as they used to be, although

there was no especial fault to find as far as the snow and.

weather were concerned. But the mountains surrounded

him vnth such a sinister, bleak silence. What had he

done to them ? Could he help it because he had been de-

layed ? Or was it because of his short rest at Jokli ? That

would be petty, unworthy, he thought. At any rate he
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felt that he was excusable, he had come back as soon as

possible. Well, then, if they wanted to be spiteful and

treat him so unkindly that was their affair. From that

moment on he would get on without the mountains.

When he looked about him he was looking for sheep

—

only for sheep. And since not one was to be seen, not even

a sign of one, he drove on, his teeth clenched, full of rage

at the sullen mountains, back to his hut, to Gnarly, to his

home and hearth, in his burrow, his den.

But when he had arrived there and crept into the earth

and had shut the trap door, even his food was not right,

nor did the coffee taste good; and that night he slept only

a little, and that uneasily. It was something like quarreling

with an old friend, after a fashion losing the last refuge

in a lone world. And if there is anything that poisons

one's peace of mind it is this—to go out after live sheep and

to find only dead ones.

On the next day, Friday, he went out with the dog and

the wether—the whole trinity. The wind came directly

out of the north. The snow spread itself out so gently up

hill and down dale, as though it had only one thought

—

to help Benedikt slip easily on and forward. Or it flut-

tered in ring dances around the blocks of stone and the

great boulders, flinging arms about them with a cold elfin

grace. Even at that it was not a good day to hunt sheep, for

in such weather they sought out sheltered places and im-
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mediately their tracks were snowed over. But Benedikt

did not worry about that. He must and would search, no

matter how hostile the mountains and the weather might

be. And his zeal was rewarded. The luck which had de-

serted him yesterday when it was clear came back to meet

him here in the driving snow. Very early in the day he

found two sheep, toward evening a third, and on his

way home he ran across two others, making ^vt in all. It

was like throwing a net out into an invisible sea, this

searching in the driving snow, but still the catch was

good. For if one knows the peculiarities of the landscape,

and the chosen hiding places of the sheep, and besides has

a dog who is a regular Pope, one can find sheep even blind-

fold. So it was and now, after all, the senselessness of

things began to make sense. Things were going as they

should, and that helped his good nature to get back on its

feet.

But they all three had their fill of trouble with the

strange mountain wanderers, all three, Benedikt, Gnarly,

and Leo. The two pairs stayed together pretty well, but

they wanted to have as little as possible to do with any

other creatures. Now they would scamper away, one pair

east, the other west; the next moment you couldn't move

them from the spot. They had to be driven on with shout-

ing and hallooing and the dog's barking, or dragged bodily

through the snow. That took strength.
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But Gnarly really was a tough and gnarly knot. And

here he found his proper task. He joined company with

the strange sheep and persuaded them that he, like them,

had only the one thought—^to escape the dog and man,

and he would be their leader—but naturally in the right

direction. Often he would get them together and start

them going and then Leo and Benedikt would have

nothing to do but pant along behind them as best they

could. Then again, the strangers would take a wild fancy

to strike out in all directions and they would have to be

gathered together again. Or Gnarly would stick in a snow-

drift so deep that he could not get out alone, and all the

rest with him. And then it was up to Benedikt to break a

path with his skis and drag Gnarly along by the horns,

while Leo watched the rear to see that no member of the

band be lost. Sometimes all six of them had to be pulled

out one after another. That was hot work!

So this day passed.

Today there could be no question of taking Gnarly along

home to the hut. He would have to remain out in the

weather and hold the sheep that they had found, seek

food for them under the snow, and get them to eat, else

they would fall a prey to their whims and scatter. And

since it would be so lonely in the den without Gnarly and

since they were almost exactly halfway between it and the

mountain hut, where the mail carrier on his way south was
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due to arrive to spend the night, Benedikt decided in favor

of the hut. And then he could send v^ord home by the

postman's helper, w^ho would take the horses back north.

It Vi^ould be foolish to let the people at home w^orry about

him.

He vv^alked and v^alked—out of the day into the night;

and at last he arrived. But he had made a mistake in his

calculations. He found only the post horses at the hut.

The driver must have crossed over the river by the ferry

the evening before. His helper, v^^ho v^as to go back north,

seemed to have gone over with him. But he would have

to come back early next morning, or at least some time

the next day. Benedikt wanted to wait for him and enjoy

a day's rest, although he had only a chunk of frozen meat

left in his pocket. Surely the man from his own parish

would have a little something to share with him. On
Sunday morning then Benedikt could strike for the west

—

the third Sunday of Advent.

But it did not turn out so—^the day of rest was not to be.

On Saturday morning long before break of day Benedikt

was again on his way into the mountains, going after the

sheep that he had found, and the others that he had not

found. It was, after all, out of the question to leave Gnarly

in the lurch there. But before he left the hut, Benedikt

gave the post horses water and hay; so then the helper

would be sure to see that he had been there and would be
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able to figure out from this that he was getting along all

right.

In the gray morning dusk of Saturday the wind rose

to a storm again. It was a mountain blizzard, a winter

storm, a mountain hurricane which shut the lonely wan-

derer in like a wall. He had to wade through walls, yes,

mountains of driving snow. But in some inconceivable

way, unknown even to himself, he kept his sense of land-

scape and direction right, and finally came on Gnarly and

the little flock of sheep still holding together. And now

they went north again in the teeth of the wind, toward

the valley and the farmsteads ; slowly, step by step, some-

times scarcely even that, they made their way. Again it

fell to Benedikt to wade through the snow drifts and drag

out the exhausted, contrary sheep after him. Only Gnarly

followed faithfully in his footsteps.

Again it was evening. The struggle with the silly sheep

and the insane weather had taken terrible toll of Benedikt's

strength. And besides he was beginning to feel the effects

of hunger. It had been some time since he had eaten any-

thing, and even before that he had been on half rations.

For a while he had almost hoped that he would reach the

cave with his sheep before evening set in. But the road

and the weather conspired against him. He had to give

up, had to leave the sheep one more night in Gnarly's

care, and seek his cave alone. So helpless is man. So hard
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is it to kick against the pricks when the pricks are in the

hands of a higher power.

As he calculated there must be about two hours more

to go. So he walked, guided only by his instincts, for two

more hours. But no hut was to be found, no cave, no bur-

row, no den to creep into. Oh, well!

There are times when the earth becomes so hostile to

man that it closes its doors against him utterly. Then

he must look to himself to see what he can do. But still

Benedikt found a way. That is the task laid upon man—^to

find a way, and that is perhaps the only task laid upon

him—^never to give up, to kick against the pricks no mat-

ter how sharp they may be. Even against the prick of death

until it forces its way in and strikes the heart. That is the

duty of man.

When the feet refuse to do their duty, well, then a man

must give up using them, but even that does not mean he

must give up. All they want is to rest, that is easy to

understand. Let them rest. How good it would feel to

rest, just to sit down. And witli a troubled heart but with

courage unshaken, Benedikt set his stick up in the snow

pointing north so that he would know the directions when

he got up again. Then he let himself sink down into a

snow drift in the shelter of a hill, and with Leo beside him

he lay a while and let the snow drift over him, let himself

be snowed under. Then he rose on all fours, with his
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arched back he made a vaulted roof over him, and wal-

lowed from side to side to make a cave in the snow. This

should be their house—a kind of house. So they sat in their

cave in the snow; and overhead the world roared by.

At first it was comfortably warm here in the little

hollow under the snow. Benedikt even permitted himself

a nap now and then. But then when his clothes began to

thaw out all warmth vanished from his body and he sat

there in wet things, his comfort at an end. But he must

take a good rest, that was why he was here; and Benedikt

rested as best he could, slumbered, and at the same time,

took good care not to fall fast asleep. For if he once went

sound asleep under the snow, hungry and exhausted as

he was, it was very likely that he would never awaken

again to this life.

Suddenly he started out of his slumber and he was in-

stantly aware of the fact that he could stay there no longer.

So fighting their way up, packing the snow aside, he and

Leo broke through two or three yards of it. But where

was his alpenstock? It was no longer to be found. The

snow had swallowed it up. It was a very enticing idea

—

that of creeping back into the hole, of remaining under

the snow, for the storm was raging worse than before and

he estimated that the temperature had fallen to 30° Cente-

grade below zero instead of the usual 20°. But it was now

or never. If he gave up now, it would not mean merely
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for today, but for all time. Then they would find him

here when the snow melted—in case they found him at

all. No, the warmth down below, and the refuge from

the storm would be bought at too high a price. Now there

was only a single hope left—^to find his cave, his burrow,

his den. If he did not succeed in this, then it would be

with him as it had been with so many sheep up there;

sheep that no one had found until, next year or the year

after, they stumbled onto their whitened bones, some-

where in the desolate sand, blown clean of the slime of

life.

As for finding Gnarly and the other sheep, there could

be no question of that. Today's task was more sharply

limited. Today the thing at stake was his bare life. The

cold cut through his wet clothes into his flesh, and the

storm threatened to stifle him, for his beard was freezing

over his mouth. He got out his knife and sawed it off

—

there was no other way that he could get rid of this capsule

of ice that threatened to close over his mouth and his

breathing.

How he found the cave in the earth would be hard to

say. Benedikt himself did not know. Really it was Leo

who found it. Suddenly, as they wandered, he began to

scratch in the snow, and sure enough. . . . Benedikt got

down on all fours, wallowed about in the snow and

scratched the door free. So they got down inside and were
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saved. Benedikt wanted to light his tallow candle at once,

and the kerosene stove. But then his matches were wet

and would not strike. So he laid them against his naked

body under his clothes and sat there and dozed while they

dried. He gnawed at the frozen meat, bread and butter,

but it was too dry in his mouth and he could scarcely choke

it down. So he sat down again and slept. Finally the

matches were dry. He made a light and got the stove burn-

ing. What coffee is, only he knows who has drunk it in a

cave at 30° below in a howling wilderness of storm and

rocks. And now he could even dry his clothes.

As he sat and drank his cofifee, he took stock of his pro-

visions. Four pieces of meat, plenty of butter and a little

sugar; but he was even now drinking the last of his coffee.

Nothing could be done about it. And tomorrow was

Monday and the next day Christmas Eve.

VIII

Is there more to tell of Benedikt and his twenty-seventh

Advent Journey ? But we too must not forsake him in his

cave, forsaken as he is already by God and man—at least

so far as we can judge.

So the tale goes on to tell how he, on the next day, that

is on Monday, conceived a hope that enough snow might

have banked up in the bed of the glacial stream so that he
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could glide over it on his skis and be able to reach Jokli

—

since it was now the day before Christmas Eve. But the

glacial river, in spite of the terrific cold and heavy snowfall,

was still free of ice and snow.

And we must tell that he tried to go straight down to his

own parish so as to be at home at least on Christmas Day.

But then it happened that he came across another pair of

sheep, and of course it was impossible to desert them, at

least not until he had got them under Gnarly's protec-

tion. And when he had taken care of this he found that

he had used up all his strength for this day so that he was

only too glad to get back in his hole in the earth.

And the tale tells that he passed Christmas Eve in get-

ting Gnarly and his flock a little closer to the valley, and

that Benedikt and Leo celebrated Christmas together in

the cave. On Christmas Day the weather was calm, but

there was a heavy snowfall, which again delayed Benedikt

and his sheep. The wind came up toward evening, and

they had to spend one more night in the cave; so that the

second holiday passed like the first.

But on the evening of this day Benedikt had to give up

the struggle, with the last little bit of road unconquered.

Old, tired, useless, as he said of himself—he gave it up, left

the sheep behind in Gnarly's care, and set out down toward

the valley—old, tired, useless.
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Late in the evening he reached Botn, and was received as

one arisen from the dead. But he paid no attention to the

v^^ords of welcome. Where was young Benedikt? But

young Benedikt was not at home. He had gone over to

some of the other farmsteads without saying what he had

in mind.

"What I wanted was to ask him to go up there with me

when the moon comes out again," said Benedikt.

No, young Benedikt was not at home. But the next

morning they heard, at Botn, that he had gathered up a

few young men and gone with them into the mountains.

And before evening set in he was back again—with the

flock of sheep. They had put shoes on Gnarly, had tied

leather boots on his hoofs and legs, which were torn and

bloody from his constant going ahead and breaking

through the hard frozen snow. It was a sight for the eyes

of the gods when they met again in the farmyard at Botn,

old Benedikt and his Gnarly.

"Thank you, my namesake," said old Benedikt, and that

was all that was given him to say.

On this day a few peasants of the parish, who had be-

come anxious about Benedikt and knew nothing about his

safe return home, had come together at Botn ready to go

to the mountains and search for him—and perhaps also

for the young men. Young Benedikt stood there before
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them, his head held proudly high and his eyes steady and

shining.

And then he answered his old namesake: "Let thanks

be given where thanks are due," he said.

So then this Advent Journey too was ended, the service

was finished, and Benedikt again dwelt among men—^for

a while.
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